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TWO SYSTEMS OF BABYLON:   
NEBUCHANDNEZZAR REBUILDS BABYLON (Seven) 
By Stephen Phinney 
 
Did you know Nebuchadnezzar left a “footprint” of archeological 
history better than any pre-Christ leader that walked the face of the 
earth?  It’s true!  His palace just east of the river Sippara, the ancient 
course of the Euphrates, is still distinguishable.  Not only that, he had 
most of his entire reign scribed on the walls surrounding this “great 
city.”   Each of these pale yellow burnt bricks is proudly stamped with 
Nebuchadnezzar's name and titles, almost like he was rubbing it in 
the face of God that the “great city of Babylon” is back.  Hummm – 
this might be the reason God turned Nebuchadnezzar into a “beast of 

the field” and why the city of Babylon never returned to its former glory after Neb died.  
 
For the last 2,000+ years, the world can thank the Semitic (Jewish) and the Indo-European 
(Gentile) races for its religious and political growth.  The children of Ham (the Hamitics), who are 
the Egyptians and Babylonians (Muslims), are now temporarily suppressed; but originally, they 
took the lead in religion, politics, and power.  For those of you keeping up with global news, you 
know the Muslims are about to change all that.  Even though I am shy on offering predictions, I 
do foresee that over the next 20 years, the Muslim people (Islamic nation) will become the 
predominate leaders in religion and power; BUT, not necessarily in politics.  I am of the personal 
belief that the “world of politics” will remain under the control of classic Indo-European influence 
until the final days – when a major battle will break out between the Muslim and Gentiles.  It is 
during this time, the Jewish people will be regrouping and reevaluating their place in this New 
World Order.  If you haven’t figured it out by now, our little walk through history proves that in 
the end-times, there will be three final players: the Jewish nation, the Gentile nation, and the 
Muslim nation.  Where do the Christians fit into this scenario?  They don’t; that is why we will be 
raptured out.  The final wars, and rumors of wars, will be between the three sons of Noah: Shem 
(Jews), Japheth (Gentiles), and Ham (Muslims).  Each of these sons is responsible for three 
kingdoms: Shem (Israel), Japheth (Rome), and Ham (Babylon).  All three play a major part in 
the end-times of Revelation.           
 
I could bore you with the history of the cities and kingdoms that evolved from the original city of 
Babylon, but I would run out of paper.  If you so desire, you could learn more about this by 
studying the “Cannon of Ptolemy,” which gives the succession of Babylonian kings and their 
hostile takeovers.  What is important to understand is the Old Testament is filled with the 
historical recordings of events that God used to shut Babylon down.  By the time the New 
Testament came around, there was a man by the name of Jesus Christ, who fulfilled all the 
prophecies and laws of the Old Testament.  Due to the revolutionary work of Jesus, all three of 
the religious descendants (Jews, Gentiles/Rome, and Muslim) of the sons of Noah became a bit 
jealous. The Roman Empire, the Jewish leaders, and the Muslims, all waged war against the 
works of Christ.  The Roman Empire destroyed the Christian headquarters (Jerusalem), the 
Jewish leaders chased the worshippers of Christ out of the land, and the Muslims fought to kill 
their mortal bodies in the Crusades.   
 
One of those jealous leaders is none other than Muhammad ibn’Abdullah (AD 570-632), the 
“Christ prophet of the Islamic Nation.”  It was this prophet who united the descendants of Ham, 
the sons of Ishmael (rejected son of Abraham), and formed the nation of Islam.  He started his 
well-documented career by rewriting the Hebrew Old Testament, trading all references of 
Hebrew with that of the Muslim – turning the Hebrew Old Testament into what is now called the 
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Qur’an.  Instead of the original rightful blessing being passed to Isaac, the Qur’an redirects the 
Abrahamic blessing back to the “firstborn son” – that of Ishmael, the son of Abraham, birthed 
through the womb of an Egyptian/Babylonian mother, who carried the rich heritage of the blood 
of Nimrod.  What webs we weave!  Now with the Muslim people united of one nation, under one 
god, and full of generations of revenge, their place in the race for world power is reestablished.   
Religion, politics, and power are useless unless they have a land they can call their own.  The 
Gentiles had Rome, until God caused Rome to fall (around AD 300).  The descendants of Ham 
(Muslims) had Babylon and Egypt, until God disassembled both cities. This left the only race 
from the three sons of Noah owning a particular land, that of the Jews (Israel).  The other two 
races are in a race to possess a land they can call their own.  The first problem is the Muslim 
people believe Jerusalem has been given to them by “god” to house their “kingdom on earth.”  
The second problem is the Gentles think the Muslim people are terrorists and out to take over 
the entire world – which they are.  Now we can see why the battle between the Temple Mount’s 
four quadrants is inevitable: the Jewish quarter, the Christian quarter, the Muslim quarter, and  
the Armenian/Gentile quarter.  
 
Another very important fact to keep in mind is now that the Muslim people are unified in religion, 
politics, and power, the Jewish and Gentle bunch will need to formulate a unity package of their 
own – really soon, or else . . .   That is exactly what happens. The Antichrist of the New Roman 
Empire will sign a fake peace treaty with Israel, because of the threat of a hostile takeover by 
the Islamic wannabe nation.  Even though this “peace treaty” works for about 3 ½ years, the 
second half is a bear.  In fact, all hell breaks loose.  This Antichrist does one of the greatest bait 
and switch maneuvers of all time.  He sides with the Muslim race and comes against the tiny 
country of Israel. The problem is that the Antichrist doesn’t realize, or at least I don’t think he 
does, this tiny country is backed by the God of the Universe, fortified by His Son (Jesus Christ), 
and guarded by an eternal list of warring angels.  During this time, Satan is about to get some of 
his own medicine. Everyone loses in what happens next; except the indwelt, born-again, 
Christian children of the Living God.*   
 
 
 
*This article is an excerpt from “The Book of Revelation – The Final Frontier” by Dr. Stephen R. Phinney and is under 
editorial review, therefore we cannot grant permission to reprint at this time.  Feel free to “forward” this document for 
ministerial purposes.   

 


